Finnish open access agreement – A guide for corresponding authors

How to publish your article open access

Benefit from Springer’s open access agreement with Finnish institutions

It allows authors to publish open access articles in subscription journals that offer the hybrid open access option (Open Choice) and the Creative Commons Attribution licenses (CC BY and CC BY-NC). Your institution will cover the article processing charges.

This agreement also includes access to more than 2,000 of Springer’s subscription journals, at no extra cost to you.

Once your article has been accepted for publication, as corresponding author you will be sent a link to the ‘MyPublication’ form. To ensure rapid publication of your article, it is important to complete the MyPublication form as soon as possible.

Once you have completed the form, your institution will confirm your article’s eligibility in parallel with the typesetting process.

Open Choice

The corresponding author is the author who handles the manuscript and correspondence during the publication process. The corresponding author has the authority to act on behalf of all co-authors in all matters pertaining to publication of the manuscript, and acts as the point of contact for any enquiries after the paper.

springer.com/OAforFinland
There are three ways that we can recognise your eligibility for a free open access publication:

1. **Selected institution**
   This is the easiest way to be recognised. Please type the full name of your institution in the ‘Your University/Institution’ box or select it from the dropdown list.

   If you have more than one affiliation, please check the list of eligible institutions and enter your eligible affiliation. You can still have multiple affiliations listed in your published article.

2. **Your institutional email address**
   If you complete the MyPublication forms using your institutional email address, you will be automatically recognised as eligible to publish open access under your institution's agreement.

3. **Your location**
   If you submit from within your institution's IP range, you will be recognised as eligible based on your location. It is always best to submit from your institution's network.

If you have been recognised as eligible in any of these three ways, you will see the green box below.

**Open access at no cost to you**

You have identified yourself as affiliated with your institution.

The agreement with your institution and Springer covers the open access fees directly, enabling you to publish your article open access at no charge.

On [http://www.springer.com/oaforfinland](http://www.springer.com/oaforfinland) you will find specific information on the agreement with FinELib.

If you have any further questions please get in touch with your institutional contact listed on the webpage.

You selected your affiliation.

You should then choose 'yes' to publish open access, and agree to the open access license. You can also order additional article offprints and posters.

If the box does not appear, please get in touch with [oa.verification@springer.com](mailto:oa.verification@springer.com) or your institution's open access team for more information.

When your article is published online, you will be notified.